
BELTAPE MAKES YOUR LIFE EASIER!



Easy-open packaging is the key to successful items for the market of fl exible packaging. As an example, processed cheese 
single portion: a consumer-friendly product that the market requests to open without getting your hands dirty.

With Beltape, Effegidi International meets this need. With our processes of fl exo printing, lacquer, laminating and slitting in 
pads or spools, we offer the opportunity to customize the tape following Iso 9000 and BRC/IoP regulations. Our fi nal prod-
uct is compliant to its usage, both in terms of performance and in line with the regulations in place.

We have always believed in the close cooperation with our customers, to be a partner fi rst.

Simple opening Effegidi proposal.

Beltape can be used in several areas of leading and technical packaging. 
It is used in packaging for single portion cheese, processed cheese slices, tobacco, wine caps, snacks, chocolate. 
Each of them having specifi c features, but with a common basis that gives the following advantages:

 ADVANTAGES EFFEGIDI SYSTEM

Layer adhesion Usage of primer and adhesive

Excellent processing features Cooperation with machine producers

Product stability Hard GMP

Colour fastness Excellent gripping primer and ink enclosed in a 
“sandwich” construction

Low temperature application Constant seek of lacquers 

Longer durability of blades Careful choice of materials

Reduction of production costs Tailor-made structures with sqm yield increase

Other Effegidi strength points

 � Customized pad widths

 � Flexibility on production batches

 � Specifi c technical documentation upon cus-
tomer request



SOME PROPOSALS

EFFEGIDI SELECTION

Thanks to our long expertise on printing and 
laminating fl exible materials and our ongo-
ing cooperation with packaging machine 
producers, Effegidi supplies several tear-off 
tapes. Our processes:

 � fl exo printing
 � lacquering
 � lamination
 � slitting and winding in pads or spools

STANDARD PLUS

Mono-metallized Pet  
Flexible solution, beyond the standards.

STRONG

Pet/Pet 
Excellent mechanical performance for 
improved resistance.

ECONOMY

Single layer  
Cost saving solution, without losing the 
full functionality.

PRESTIGE

Bi-metallized Pet  
Double - layer coating, for an uncompro-
misingly high quality

STANDARD

BOPP/BOPP 
The most widespread solution in the 
market: simple, reliable, cost-saving.

HSL

BOPP

INK
ADH

BOPP

FOR ALL OUR PROPOSALS  

Banded or solid colouring, different 
colours and thicknesses are available.

Thanks to our long expertise on printing and 
laminating fl exible materials and our ongo-
ing cooperation with packaging machine 

several tear-off 

slitting and winding in pads or spools

MET

PET

MET

HSL
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Effegidi is engaged in seeking green solutions to support a conscious and responsible consumption of 
plastics, together with recycling opportunities and compostable solutions.

It is clear that our tapes represent a minimal element inside packaging and do not play a fundamental 
role, but we think that every single little effort can raise awareness for a global problem.

This is the reason why using compostable materials, such as PLA, Cellophane, PBS, PBSA and in 
particular heat-sealable lacquers and water-based halogen-free colours, is our everyday chal-
lenge.

GREEN SOLUTIONS 


